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Abstract
Computational simulations have become central to the seismic analysis and design of
major infrastructure over the past several decades. Most major structures are now
‘‘proof tested’’ virtually through representative simulations of earthquake-induced
response. More recently, with the advancement of high-performance computing
(HPC) platforms and the associated massively parallel computational ecosystems,
simulation is beginning to play a role in increased understanding and prediction of
ground motions for earthquake hazard assessments. However, the computational
requirements for regional-scale geophysics-based ground motion simulations are
extreme, which has restricted the frequency resolution of direct simulations and lim-
ited the ability to perform the large number of simulations required to numerically
explore the problem parametric space. In this article, recent developments toward
an integrated, multidisciplinary earth science-engineering computational framework
for the regional-scale simulation of both ground motions and resulting structural
response are described with a particular emphasis on advancing simulations to fre-
quencies relevant to engineered systems. This multidisciplinary computational devel-
opment is being carried out as part of the US Department of Energy (DOE) Exascale
Computing Project with the goal of achieving a computational framework poised to
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exploit emerging DOE exaflop computer platforms scheduled for the 2022–2023
timeframe.
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Regional earthquake simulations, high-performance computing, coupled geophysics—
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Introduction

Computational simulations are well established as an essential tool for the seismic design
of major infrastructure systems. Both linear and nonlinear simulations of structure and
soil systems can now be performed in support of risk-informed, performance-based infra-
structure evaluations (Deierlein et al., 2010; Lu and Guan, 2017). These simulations allow
exploration of structural response characteristics, quantification of the probability of
exceeding established infrastructure performance limits states, and evaluation of structural
design and retrofit options.

In the overall evaluation of earthquake risk to major infrastructure, there continue to
be major uncertainties in the site-specific ground motions that will be experienced in future
earthquakes. Empirically based, probabilistic assessments of ground motions typically uti-
lize measured earthquake motions obtained from many locations, which are homogenized
based on an ergodic assumption of earthquake processes, which assumes the median and
variability of the ground motion for a given scenario is the same for all data used in devel-
oping a ground motion model (Anderson and Brune, 1999). There has been a recognition
that there are strong systematic differences in the ground motions for different regions
and using the ergodic assumption can significantly underestimate or overestimate the seis-
mic hazard (Abrahamson et al., 2019); however, the data necessary for constructing non-
ergodic ground motion models are limited mainly to small and moderate magnitude
earthquakes.

As the understanding of earthquake phenomena and the body of observational earth-
quake ground motion data have increased, it has become clear that site-specific ground
motions are highly dependent on the detailed physical characteristics of any particular
earthquake (Figure 1). These include the specific manner in which the fault ruptures
(source term), how the propagating seismic waves radiate through the heterogeneous earth
(path effect), and how the seismic waves are modified and interact with the near-surface,
low-wave speed soils and the infrastructure system at a particular site (site response and
soil–structure interaction). In light of these site-specific complexities, it would be desirable
to have physics-based computational models that are capable of realistically simulating
the underlying processes, including capturing the spatial variability and site specificity of
ground motions, and representing the complex interactions between ground motion wave-
forms and structure/soil systems.

Because of the inherently complex nature of the problem, there will always be knowl-
edge gaps related to uncertainties in specific features of the earthquake processes. For
example, the mechanics and evolution of fault rupture for a given future earthquake or
the influence of fine-scale geologic heterogeneities on ground motion waveforms.
However, having a realistic and computationally tractable simulation capability will allow
simulation-based exploration of the full parameter space influencing site-specific motions.
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The ability to create representative synthetic ground motions and subsequent infrastruc-
ture response through computer simulations can vastly increase the number of ground
motion records and augment the limited number of observations of near-fault ground
motions from real large earthquake records. In the work described herein, recent develop-
ments in creating an end-to-end, fault-to-structure simulation framework are presented.
This includes the development of a computationally optimized, high-order of accuracy,
explicit finite-difference code for simulating ground motions using kinematic earthquake
rupture models, and the subsequent coupling of the geophysics simulations to implicit,
nonlinear finite element representations of infrastructure system response as schematically
shown in Figure 2.

There has been significant interest from both the engineering and earth science commu-
nities in advancing large-scale simulations of strong ground motions and associated infra-
structure response. McCallen and Larsen (2003) explored the development of regional-
scale computational models for integrated ground motion and building response simula-
tions in studying the effects of large underground explosions. Major advancements in
regional-scale simulations for earthquake ground motions include the development of the
CyberShake community modeling environment (Deelman et al., 2006; Graves et al. 2011),
the development of the Hercules finite element framework and workflow (Taborda and
Bielak, 2011), and advancements in multiscale modeling approaches (Hori and Ichimura,
2008; Ichimura et al., 2007). The extreme computational demands of regional earthquake
simulations have necessitated special attention to the creation of efficient computational
schemas and workflows (Cui et al., 2013; Deelman et al., 2006; Tu et al., 2006). In addi-
tion, community-based, large regional-scale simulations have been successfully used as a
vehicle for confidence building and verification for selected frameworks (Bielak et al.,
2010; Olsen et al., 2009).

More recently, the extension of regional simulations to include coupling of earth and
infrastructure systems has been considered (Bijelic et al., 2019; Isbiliroglu et al., 2015;
Taborda and Bielak, 2011; Zhang et al., 2019), and integrated analyses are now being

Figure 1. Fault-to-structure earthquake processes.
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applied to regional simulations (Sahin et al., 2016). However, the frequency resolution
required for evaluations of infrastructure response has made direct deterministic simula-
tions at frequencies of engineering relevance elusive. To realize the full potential of
regional-scale simulations for infrastructure risk assessments, the importance of resolving
higher frequencies relevant to engineered systems has been recognized as an essential
objective (Baker et al., 2014).

The principal objectives of the developments described herein are to extend physics-
based, deterministic, regional-scale ground motion simulations from the historically rea-
lized ~1 to 2 Hz resolution (Aagaard et al., 2008, 2010; Harmsen et al., 2008; Stidham
et al., 1999), to frequencies relevant to a breadth of engineered structures, and to appropri-
ately couple geophysics and engineering simulations. This drives an ultimate goal of deter-
ministically simulating regional-scale earthquake processes with a frequency resolution of
the order of 10 Hz. The focus of the current effort is aimed at creating a fault-to-structure
framework and workflow in preparation for the US Department of Energy’s (DOE) next
generation of graphics processing unit (GPU)-based exascale supercomputers.

To achieve high-resolution simulations, two parallel advancements are required. First,
the ability to execute regional-scale earthquake scenario ground motion simulations resol-
ving much higher frequencies with much faster speed in terms of computer wall clock time.
Given the fact that the computational effort in simulating three-dimensional (3D) ground
motions increases with the fourth power of the frequency resolved (i.e. a 4-Hz simulation
nominally requires 16 times the computational effort of a 2-Hz simulation), this presents a

Figure 2. Integrated fault-to-structure, regional-scale, multidisciplinary simulations of earthquake
processes: (a) overall computational workflow; (b) weak and strong geophysics–infrastructure simulation
coupling.
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steep computational hill to climb. Second, the knowledge of subsurface geologic heterogene-
ities will become increasingly insufficient as the ability to compute to higher frequencies
advances. Several studies have investigated the application of 3D seismic waveform tomo-
graphy for improving existing regional-scale velocity models (Lee and Chen, 2016; Lee
et al., 2014; Shaw et al., 2015; Tape et al., 2009). Strong ground motion simulations can ben-
efit from such improvements (Graves et al., 2011); however, these models are poorly con-
strained for small-scale lengths which can impact the quality of high-frequency simulations.
Validation analyses of the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) community velo-
city models (CVMs) through modeling of recorded earthquakes; for example, Taborda and
Bielak (2014) demonstrate that due to the absence of small-scale structural complexities, the
performance of the SCEC CVMs tends to decrease at frequencies higher than 1 Hz.

To address this fundamental issue in the Earthquake Simulation (EQSIM) framework,
two approaches are being integrated: first, full waveform inversion (FWI) algorithms are
being developed in the computational framework to utilize measured ground motions
from frequently occurring small earthquakes, or potentially anthropogenic seismic excita-
tions, to provide geologic constraints and geologic model improvements; second, a compu-
tational schema for defining and distributing stochastic representations of fine-scale
geologic heterogeneities at wavelengths where inversions are unlikely to provide con-
straints has been developed and implemented (Graves and Pitarka, 2016; Hartzell et al.,
2010; Impertori and Mai, 2013).

Ultimately, the objective of the work described herein is to develop an advanced simula-
tion framework for high-performance platforms that, when coupled with emerging exas-
cale computers, eliminates the current significant computational barriers to simulation-
based earthquake hazard and risk assessments. In this article the EQSIM solution algo-
rithms and the underlying high-performance massively parallel numerical implementation
strategies that enable efficient, high-frequency simulations are described. In a companion
paper (McCallen et al., in press), the EQSIM framework is demonstrated for regional-scale
simulations of ground motion and building response.

The promise of exascale computer platforms for applications in
earthquake science and engineering

The performance evolution of the world’s leading scientific computer platforms is illu-
strated in Figure 3, where a rich history of progressive innovations in machine architec-
tures and associated computational ecosystems have yielded continuous improvement in
platform performance over the past 25 years. Currently, the United States is focusing on
the development of exascale platforms (i.e. 1 3 1018 flops) through the US DOE
Exascale Computing Initiative (ECI). The ECI is aimed at accelerating the delivery of an
exascale computing ecosystem that delivers on the order of 50 times more computational
science and data analytic application power than available on today’s most advanced
high-performance computing (HPC) platforms (Alexander et al., 2020). The Exascale
Computing Project (ECP) (https://www.exascaleproject.org) is a major element of the
DOE’s exascale initiative with three significant, closely integrated components as follows:

� Hardware and integration—supporting vendor and US DOE National Laboratory
hardware R&D activities required to develop node and system designs for at least
two exascale systems with diverse architectural features;
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� Application development—creating physics-based applications for delivering
science-based software ready to exploit exascale platforms in problem domains that
demand and can fully exploit exascale computing;

� Software technology—developing a comprehensive and coherent software stack that
will enable application developers to productively write highly parallel applications
with portability across diverse exascale machine architectures.

The work reported on herein is an ECP application development, termed EQSIM,
focused on creating the computational framework necessary to take full advantage of
exascale platforms for earthquake simulations. As described in this article, the intent of
the EQSIM application development is to exploit exascale platforms to execute physics-
based deterministic numerical simulations at frequencies of engineering relevance. The
prospect of exascale machines can be transformational for earthquake simulations.
Whereas historical regional-scale simulations of earthquake motions have been limited to
frequency resolutions of 1–2 Hz, recent frequency resolutions are increasing and exascale
platforms offer the promise of ground motion simulations of up to 10 Hz or more, cover-
ing the range of interest of many engineered systems. In addition, the throughput of exas-
cale platforms offers the promise of performing exceptionally fast earthquake scenario
simulations. Rather than a heroic simulation of an earthquake rupture that may take 30–
40 h or more on today’s fastest scientific computers, the possibility of routinely simulating
high-frequency regional-scale earthquake scenarios of the order of 3–5 h is within grasp
on exascale platforms. This will enable conducting the critical sensitivity studies that are
necessary to understand the variability of ground motion as a function of parameters such
as the fault rupture mechanism, geologic variability, site–structure interaction, and so on.

Each DOE exascale application development project is required to define and track
progress toward 5-year exascale goals in terms of both application code performance and
science goals. For EQSIM, the performance goals are stated in terms of frequency

Figure 3. The advancement of HPC platforms: world’s annual top supercomputer (by LINPACK
performance from top500.org) through June 2019 and projection to the first Exaflop platforms. US
Department of Energy HPC platforms utilized in the current study are indicated (Summit and Cori).
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resolution and compute wall clock time for running a single earthquake rupture scenario
at regional scale. The EQSIM project has adopted the San Francisco Bay Area (SFBA) as
a numerical laboratory with a regional computational grid of an extent of 120 3 80
3 30 km (Figure 4) and the exascale year 2022 objectives that included the following:

� Achieving the ability to execute 10-Hz ground motion and infrastructure response
simulations on exascale platforms for the SFBA regional model;

� Achieving a single earthquake rupture scenario simulation within 3–5 h of wall
clock time for the SFBA regional model.

Progress toward the exascale goals is monitored and evaluated through an application
figure of merit (FOM), which for the case of EQSIM is expressed as follows:

FOM =
Freqð Þ4

Wall Clock Time 3 7:6ð Þ
500

Vsmin

� �4

ð1Þ

where Freq is the highest frequency resolved on the representative SFBA model; Wall
Clock Time is the computational time required for an M = 7.0 Hayward fault simulation
on the specific computational platform being utilized; Vsmin is the lowest shear-wave velo-
city included in the SFBA model; 7.6 is a factor that normalizes the FOM with respect to
the FOM of the first regional-scale simulation performed with the initial EQSIM frame-
work; and 500 is a constant that correlates the model minimum shear wave velocity with
the 500 m/s shear wave velocity used in the initial simulations of the SFBA model. The
fourth power dependency on the frequency and minimum shear wave velocity reflects the
fourth-order increase in computational effort with these parameters and indicates that
increasing the model resolution and lowering the model near-surface shear wave velocity
to represent softer sediments increases the computational effort substantially.

Figure 4. Performance goals for EQSIM regional-scale simulations: (a) San Francisco Bay Area (SFBA)
regional model (120 3 80 3 30 km3); (b) historical regional scale simulation performance and exascale
platform performance goals.
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With the anticipated major increase in computational performance associated with exas-
cale computational platforms, regional-scale simulations with a 53 increase in frequency
resolution and 53 speedup (Figure 4) represent realistic goals. Substantial progress has
recently been made toward the EQSIM exascale challenge goals and the major simulation
performance advancements that have been achieved to date are described in this article.

High-order earthquake ground motion simulations at regional scale

The computational demands associated with simulating earthquake ground motions at
regional scale are extreme, particularly when the objective is to resolve ground motions at
frequencies relevant to engineered infrastructure. The EQSIM framework has utilized and
advanced SW4 (Seismic Waves, 4th order) a Summation-By-Parts (SBP) finite-difference
program for earthquake ground motion simulation, which solves the viscoelastic wave
equation with fourth-order accuracy in both space and time. To meet the EQSIM frame-
work exascale goals, SW4 has recently undergone extensive development in terms of
enhanced computational features and advanced algorithms, as well as in implementation
and optimization on large, distributed memory parallel computers of various architectures.

SW4 is built upon the solid theoretical foundation provided by the SBP principle,
which guides the derivation of high-order-of-accuracy finite-difference methods such that
the resulting time integration scheme is provably stable, without requiring artificial dissi-
pation or ad hoc filtering (Petersson and Sjogreen, 2015). The SBP methodology puts par-
ticular emphasis on how the difference stencils must be modified near boundaries and also
prescribes how the boundary conditions must be discretized. The basic discretization of
the isotropic elastic wave equation on a single Cartesian grid was initially developed for
second-order accuracy (Nilsson et al., 2007), and was later generalized to fourth-order
accuracy (Sjogreen and Petersson, 2012).

SW4 has a number of advanced algorithms tailored to the efficient simulation of earth-
quake ground motions at regional scale (Figure 5). For the EQSIM framework develop-
ment, the basic SBP approach has been extended to include mesh refinement interfaces
(Petersson and Sjogreen, 2010). The code utilizes a hybrid curvilinear/Cartesian grid in
which the near-surface curvilinear portion of the grid undergoes a coordinate transforma-
tion to conform to the ground surface topography and represent associated wave scatter-
ing at the earth surface and to satisfy the free surface boundary conditions along realistic
(nonplanar) topographies. The computational grid at depth utilizes an efficient structured
Cartesian grid and adaptive grid refinement, which allows grid sizing to be optimized for
problem-specific geologic properties. Adaptive grid refinement has been implemented in
both the curvilinear and Cartesian grids, as indicated in Figure 6. The ability to adapt the
computational grid size to optimally represent low-velocity, short-wavelength near-surface
sediments and high-velocity, long-wavelength geologic structure at depth leads to a sub-
stantial reduction of the total number of grid points and also enables a longer time step to
be used for regional earthquake simulations.

For regional earthquake simulations, it is necessary to truncate the computational
domain by a far-field closure. For this purpose, highly accurate supergrid layers have been
developed that are provably stable for both isotropic and anisotropic elastic materials with
free surface boundaries. SW4 employs the supergrid far-field truncation technique to create
a dissipative boundary at the edges of the computational model (Figure 5). The associated
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algorithm adds a ‘‘sponge layer’’ around the edges of the finite-domain regional model.
Inside the sponge layer, the wave equation is modified by a combination of grid stretching
and high-order artificial damping (Petersson and Sjogreen, 2014). The underlying concept
is to utilize a fixed number of grid points to mimic a very large physical domain where
reflections from the boundary would require a long transit time to reflect from the far-field
boundary and return to the computational domain of interest. The greatest strength of the
supergrid approach is that it gives very small reflections, and is provably numerically stable
within an explicit time integration framework.

Geologic material energy dissipation is represented by incorporation of a viscoelastic
rheological model that results in quality factors, Qp and Qs that attenuate compressional

Figure 5. Key features and recent developments in the SW4 ground motion simulation code.

Figure 6. Example SW4 computational grid including surface topography and user-specified mesh
refinement in the curvilinear and Cartesian grids.

McCallen et al. 9



and shear waves, respectively (Petersson and Sjogreen, 2012). The SW4 rheological model
utilizes standard linear solid (SLS) elements coupled in parallel. The coefficients in each
SLS are determined such that the resulting quality factors Qp and Qs become approxi-
mately constant as a function of frequency. These quality factors can vary from grid point
to grid point over the computational domain and are read as input in the same manner as
the elastic properties of the material model.

The earthquake rupture model employed in the EQSIM framework, based on the work
of Graves and Pitarka (2016) and Pitarka et al. (2020), allows complex rupture models to
be automatically converted into a large number of moment tensor point sources. This rup-
ture model (GP2016) is designed to represent rupture kinematics using a semi-stochastic
approach. The fault slip distribution is essentially a two-dimensional (2D) spatially corre-
lated random field with a von Karman wavenumber spectrum. The slip field is scaled such
that the earthquake target moment is achieved and the coefficient of variation of slip is
0.85. For a given prescribed hypocenter, the rupture initiation times are determined using
a two-step physics-based procedure constrained by rupture dynamics modeling.

First, a background rupture speed is specified to be 80% of the local shear-wave velo-
city (Vs) for depths below 8 km and the speed is tapered to 56% of the local Vs at 5 km
depth and remains at that value up to the ground surface. The reduction above 5 km is
designed to be representative of the weaker shallow zone in surface rupturing events and is
consistent with statistical analysis of a large number of events in California. The second
step of the rupture evolution applies a timing perturbation to each subfault segment that
scales with local slip and slows in regions of low slip. The slip-rate function is a Kostrov-
like pulse with a total duration (rise time) that scales with the square root of the local slip.
The average rise time is constrained to scale in a self-similar manner with seismic moment.
Random perturbations are applied to the rupture time and rise time of each subfault fol-
lowing log-normal distributions with standard deviations of 0.2 and 0.5, respectively.

The final step in the rupture generation process is the specification of the slip direction
(rake), which is allowed to vary across the fault with a standard deviation of 15� about a
prescribed mean value. The spatial distribution of the random rake variations follows a
similar von Karman correlation function as that used for the slip variations (Figure 7).
GP2016 has been validated through comparisons of simulated broad band ground motions
against ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs), as well as direct comparisons with
a large number of crustal earthquakes in California and Japan (Graves and Pitarka, 2010,
2016; Pitarka et al., 2020).

Figure 7. Kinematic rupture model for an M6.7 crustal earthquake generated with GP2016 using
random perturbations: (a) fully stochastic with correlated spatial variability; (b) fully deterministic
asperity-based model; and (c) GP2016 hybrid model including both large-scale asperities and stochastic
spatial variability.
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Existing regional-scale, 3D geologic structure models tend to be very coarse spatially
and where regional geologic models exist, they can typically support deterministic ground
motion simulations on the order of 1–2 Hz. For the SFBA, for example, the existing
USGS 3D model provides geologic properties at 25 m vertical and 100 m horizontal vox-
els; however, the geologic data may not even support the resolution implied in 25 m data
as it has been generated from interpolations of coarser data. For the EQSIM framework
development, the two complementary approaches mentioned above for enhancing existing
geologic models have been implemented. The first method relies on FWI that can be used
in conjunction with measured earthquake data to perturb existing geologic models to
achieve better fit between simulated and measured waveforms. The second, complemen-
tary, method includes the representation of a statistically relevant stochastic overlay of
geologic material variability at fine scale.

As for the first method, the geologic material inversion program, SW4mopt (SW4 mate-
rial optimization) has been created from the same code base as SW4, with the objective of
improving geologic material models to become more representative and accurate. Existing
geologic material models have mainly been validated with simulations performed at lower
frequencies than what are now becoming resolvable in high-performance simulations.
Furthermore, it is not always immediately clear to what frequency level a given material
model is valid. Computationally, an objective of SW4mopt is to make the material inver-
sion process as automated as possible, while existing techniques often require manual inter-
vention at various stages in the inversion process.

The inversion problem is considerably more challenging than the forward earthquake
simulation problem, both in terms of complexity of the solution algorithms and in terms
of computational requirements. The solution algorithm must deal with the fact that the
problem of finding the ‘‘best’’ material characterization from a given set of ground motion
time-series data at various stations on the surface tends to be underdetermined.

The material inversion capability strives to minimize the misfit between observed seis-
mograms and computed synthetic seismograms with respect to the material properties.
SW4mopt allows inversion with simultaneous utilization of more than one event. The
minimization is performed by a gradient-based search algorithm. Two different methods
are implemented in SW4mopt: a nonlinear conjugate gradient method and a quasi-Newton
method. The gradient of the misfit with respect to the material is computed by solving the
adjoint of the elastic wave equation. The computational cost to compute the gradient is
approximately equal to the cost of three forward solves per event. Among the capabilities
currently available in SW4mopt (Sjogreen and Peterson, 2014) are the following:

� Selection between two different misfit functions;
� Selection between two different regularization functions added to the misfit

function;
� Selection between inversion for one (p-wave velocity), two (s-wave velocity, p-wave

velocity), or three (density, s-wave velocity, p-wave velocity) unknown fields;
� Utilization of an arbitrary number of earthquake events, providing greater spatial

coverage of the computational domain;
� Specification of windows on the seismograms, to focus the optimizer on the most

interesting portions of the data.
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For a selected time-window, a two-step process is followed whereby the first step
includes maximizing the cross correlation between synthetic and real data waveforms to
achieve agreement in arrival times and the second step includes minimizing the L2 norm
of the difference. This approach addresses both phase and amplitude differences between
synthetic and measured waveforms. The usage of SW4mopt is very similar to the usage of
SW4. The user provides an input file in the same format as an SW4 input file, specifying
the computational domain and finite-difference grid. The stations where observed data are
available are specified by a new command (‘‘observation’’). In the case of multiple events,
each source and each observation station have to be provided with a label indicating to
which event it belongs. Windows on the seismograms can also be set directly in the input
file. Before running SW4mopt, it is necessary to prefilter the observed data to a frequency
range that can be resolved on the computational grid. SW4mopt iterates until the norm of
the gradient of the misfit is less than a prescribed tolerance, or until a maximum number
of iterations is reached. Given the large size of data sets (events, windows, and waveforms)
an automated approach has been developed to minimize user intervention.

SW4mopt is a separate executable which, to a large extent, uses the same source code
as SW4, with a few SW4mopt-specific functions in the SW4 source directory (e.g. the
adjoint solver). The forward solver in SW4mopt uses identical source code as the solver in
SW4. This unified code base simplifies the development of SW4mopt, and ensures that all
improvements made to SW4 will also be directly available in SW4mopt. To date, work
has been focused on initial investigations of improving the USGS geologic model for the
SFBA model. The code capabilities have been extensively verified on synthetic test prob-
lems, and preliminary inversions with real earthquake data have been made, with encoura-
ging results; however, more comprehensive testing and algorithm tuning is underway.

Small-scale variations in shallow crustal geology create wave scattering over a broad
range of frequencies. The second method for addressing fine-scale geologic structure which
has been implemented directly in the EQSIM framework consists of adding stochastic
variability to the underlying 3D geologic model, for example, the SFBA USGS geologic
model (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/3dgeologic). A statistical approach has been
implemented for creating fine-scale model variability to produce wave scattering at fre-
quencies greater than approximately 1 Hz. In this approach, 3D correlated statistical per-
turbations are applied to the entire background seismic velocity structure. The
perturbation field is constructed in the wavenumber domain by first generating a 3D com-
plex array of Gaussian random numbers having zero mean and unit variance. This array
is then filtered such that its power spectrum follows a von Karman correlation function
given as follows:

PV (k)} 1 + k2
r

� �� H + D=2ð Þ ð2Þ

where kr = a2
xk2

x + a2
yk2

y + a2
z k2

z

� �1=2

with kx, ky, and kz representing the wavenumbers in the
three spatial directions, ax, ay, and az are the spatial correlation lengths in these three direc-
tions, D is the Euclidean dimension (set to 3 for a 3D medium) and H is the Hurst expo-
nent, which is set to values between 0 and 0.5. After transforming the perturbation field to
the spatial domain and retaining only the real portion, the amplitudes of the perturbations
are scaled to match a target standard deviation with a mean value of zero. The full 3D seis-
mic velocity model is then generated by adding the perturbed values of Vp and Vs to the
Vp and Vs values taken from the background 3D velocity structure at each grid point.
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With this procedure, the large-scale characteristics of the baseline velocity model are
honored and preserved, while adding correlated stochastic velocity perturbations. The typi-
cal correlation lengths, in the horizontal directions, ax and ay, are of the order of 1 km, and
correlation in the vertical direction is taken as one-fourth of that in the horizontal direc-
tion. The anisotropy of the correlation lengths with depth for shallow crustal layers is the
subject of current research. A graphical representation of the resulting velocity model for
the SFBA is illustrated in Figure 8.

Coupled geophysics and engineering simulations

In defining the interaction between ground motion and structural response, two forms of
coupling between the ground motion and structural system are considered, each with an
associated computational workflow, as indicated in Figure 9. In the weak-coupling option,
any soil–structure interaction is assumed to have a negligible effect and the simulated
ground motions at a point on the earth surface are applied directly to the structural system
in a fixed-base structural analysis. In the strong-coupling option, the geophysics and soil/
structural system models are directly coupled through the domain reduction method
(DRM) developed by Bielak et al. (2003) and Yoshimura et al. (2003) to allow representa-
tion of soil–structure interaction and the consideration of a complex, fully 3D incident
wavefield impinging on the soil–structure system.

In the case of weak coupling, simulated earthquake motions at the ground surface are
written to a database and accessed for structural response simulations. In the classical case
in which ground rotations are neglected (Figure 9a), the horizontal and vertical ground
motions from a point on the earth surface are assumed to be uniform across the footprint
of the infrastructure system, which is consistent with an assumption of the incident

Figure 8. Resulting generated stochastic variability in subsurface geology: (a) regional SFBA model and
surface geology; (b) geologic properties provided by the existing USGS 3D model; and (c) USGS model
with stochastic geology perturbations.
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wavefield consisting of pure vertically propagating compressional and shear waves.
Rotations of the ground surface are very challenging to measure in the field and few reli-
able observations exist; however, various studies with simplified models have indicated
that ground rotations can potentially contribute significantly to structural response and
structural demands (Trifunac, 2009a, 2009b). With a high-fidelity geophysics model,
numerical estimates of ground rotations can be obtained and applied to a fixed base struc-
ture in addition to the ground surface translations (Figure 9b), and that option is included
in the EQSIM framework.

In the weakly coupled case (first workflow), a building model is subjected to the selected
components of ground motion at each ground surface ‘‘station’’ in the geophysics model
in a fixed-base building analysis. For each building simulation, selected structural response
measures over the duration of the earthquake are saved and written to a file. This process
is repeated for every ground station throughout the domain to develop a regional map of
demand/risk for the particular building class being evaluated.

To support realistic earthquake response simulations for a breadth of geologic and geo-
technical conditions, the ability to represent potential nonlinear behavior in near-surface
sedimentary layers is an essential capability that is currently undergoing development in
the EQSIM framework through extended application of the DRM to couple the geophy-
sics and engineering computational domains. An extended horizontal DRM boundary is
being implemented between geophysics and engineering models to allow the implementa-
tion of nonlinear models for near-surface soils.

For the fault-to-structure simulations performed in the current study, representative
steel moment frame buildings of 3, 9, 20, and 40 story heights were utilized as shown in

Figure 9. Coupling between geophysics and infrastructure models. Weak coupling: (a) ground motion
horizontal and vertical motions only; (b) ground motion horizontal and vertical motions plus a ground
surface rotation associated with a gauge length equal to the building foundation width. Strong coupling:
(c) input of the complex 3D incident wavefield from the geophysics model to the soil-structure system
through the DRM.
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Figure 10 (Astaneh-Asl, 2018). Detailed nonlinear building models have been developed
and carefully tested through extensive code-to-code comparisons (Wu et al., 2018). The
models adopted detailed, fiber cross-section section models of the wide flange sections and
were developed for the special-purpose Nevada finite element program as shown in
Figure 10 (McCallen and Larsen, 2003; Miah et al., 2018; Petrone et al., 2016). The
Nevada program was written specifically for efficient nonlinear seismic analysis of building
systems and its simplicity and self-contained architecture make it ideally suited to expedi-
ent implementation on massively parallel computer platforms with various node and core
architectures. The steel frame models utilize a classical elastoplastic material representation
with kinematic hardening and the beam elements employ continuously updated co-
rotational coordinates to explicitly track the displacements and deformed shape at each
instant in time. The end nodes of each beam element have a local coordinate system in
addition to an element co-rotational coordinate system associated with the beam element
overall motion. This approach allows incremental updates of the element end rotations for
large-displacement problems where rotations cannot be combined vectorially. The beam
element employs three-point Lobatto integration with integration points at the end of each
beam element so that initial yielding near the joint is captured. These features of the fiber
model ensure that interaction between stress resultants are explicitly accounted for in the
determination of plasticity evolution, and the building geometry is explicitly represented in
space and time so that p-delta effects are rigorously captured for tall buildings.

The Nevada code utilizes an implicit incremental/iteration time stepping scheme based
on Newmark-Beta time integration whereby, within each time step, a Newton-type

Figure 10. Representative steel moment frame buildings in the infrastructure model library; 40-, 20-, 9-
, and 3-story building models, Nevada finite-deformation, and co-rotational fiber-based nonlinear beam
element for elasto-plastic materials.
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iteration scheme is employed with equilibrium iterations to drive the L2 norm of the vec-
tor of nodal residual forces to within a convergence tolerance of zero (McCallen and
Larsen, 2003). For the formation of the tangent stiffness in the Newton iterations, both
full and modified Newton options are available with associated tradeoffs between conver-
gence speed and convergence reliability. In this study, tens of thousands of nonlinear
building earthquake response histories were computed, which provide insight on nonlinear
building model convergence.

In the strong coupling case (second workflow; Figure 9c), the earthquake ground
motions from the SW4 run are saved and stored for user-specified 3D SW4 subdomain
volumes that encompass a soil island and structure of interest. The motions at each grid
point of the SW4 subdomain are then interpolated to the soil island boundary to provide
input motions for a soil–structure interaction simulation. The interface between the geo-
physics and infrastructure models is represented through the DRM that essentially trans-
fers time-dependent interface tractions between the global and local models. This approach
allows for the explicit inclusion of soil–structure interaction, and permits full spatially and
temporally varying input motions that are consistent with the incident seismic waves from
SW4. This option has been implemented by developing the workflow between SW4 and
the ESSI (http://sokocalo.engr.ucdavis.edu/~jeremic/Real_ESSI_Simulator/) and
OpenSees (http://opensees.berkeley.edu) codes for simulation of a single specific structure.

The weak- and strong-coupling options spawn two alternative computational work-
flows for the massively parallel simulations in the EQSIM framework as indicated in
Figure 11. In the weak-coupling case surface motions, including horizontal and vertical

Figure 11. Computational workflow for fault-to-structure simulations: (a) for weakly coupled
simulations, surface motions from the regional simulation are saved in an HDF5 data container and
applied directly to fixed-base structural models; (b) for the strongly coupled simulations, grid point
motions from user specified 3D ‘‘blocks’’ of the SW4 wave propagation model are automatically
interpolated to the boundary of the local structure/soil island model.
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ground translations plus a potential ground rotation, are saved for all locations on the
earth surface of the model domain for subsequent use in structural response simulations.
In the strong-coupling case, motions at the grid points of a 3D subdomain are saved for
interpolation to the DRM boundary of a local structure/soil island model. In each case a
standard Hierarchical Data Format—HDF5 (https://www.hdfgroup.org) data container is
written from the SW4 code to store either the ground surface motions (for weak coupling)
or the motions from a 3D near-surface volume (for strong coupling) for structural evalua-
tions. This simple integrated approach to code coupling is developed in a general manner
so that ground motions from SW4 can be readily coupled to any existing finite element
code with the necessary capabilities for traditional fixed-base analysis or soil–structure
interaction through the DRM.

Computational strategies and workflow at hundreds of billions of
grid zones

The successful execution of regional-scale simulations that can resolve high frequency
ground motions demands significant computational effort and an extreme number of zones
in the discretized model. For the SFBA model, using the computational domain indicated
in Figure 4, an SW4 finite-difference grid that can resolve 10-Hz motions requires over
200 billion grid points in the computational domain. The execution of such a model can
only be accomplished through the efficient and effective implementation of massive paral-
lelism in the calculations, which required development of strategies for efficiently handling
massive data input and output (I/O), efficient creation of the computational model grid
definition and run control information for 200 billion grid points, and practical runtime
management of the model execution. Runtime considerations include appropriate use of
burst-buffer memory for on-the-fly creation of restart (checkpoint) files to guard against
run upsets such as potential core failures in simulations using upwards of 500,000 cores
that require a restart of the analysis.

In the EQSIM framework, to distribute effort associated with regional-scale computa-
tional tasks on massively parallel computers, computations associated with the SW4 geo-
physics model grid are distributed across thousands of nodes on a parallel computer
platform by subdividing the overall model domain into vertical pencil-shaped subdomains
which extend from the earth surface to the bottom of the computational domain (Figure
12). Each pencil is distributed to separate machine nodes using a parallel load-balancing
algorithm that decomposes the computational tasks that are distributed across the parallel
computer platform. The associated message passing interface (MPI) implementation must
be optimized for the particular node and core architecture associated with any specific
computer platform. For building simulations associated with weakly coupled simulations,
once a specific building model is selected from the existing building library, the building
simulation for each ground motion station of the regional scale model is distributed to a
single core on a massively parallel platform as shown in Figure 12. This allows very simple
parallelization for thousands to hundreds of thousands of building simulations, and pro-
vides for very effective scaling, that is, 100,000 building simulations can be executed within
nearly the same wall clock time as 1000 building simulations, simply by scaling the number
of cores utilized by the number of building simulations desired.

Contrary to traditional simulation approaches, the SW4 grid and 3D material input file
for a specific simulation is not created and stored prior to problem run time due to the
prohibitive size of a full file, rather the input file is created on the fly at runtime as the
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front-end of the run execution. This is achieved through an in-situ parallel mesh generator
that constructs the computational grid at runtime based on user supplied problem topo-
graphic elevation of the earth surface, a 3D geologic model, and prescribed depths of the
mesh coarsening interfaces (see Figure 6). This precludes the challenges of storing massive,
prohibitively large data files. For creating the SW4 input file at runtime, geologic data
from a 3D database is stored in an efficient, newly developed binary S file in the HDF5
format. At runtime, the SW4 code reads the user supplied problem control information,
the definition of the specific fault rupture scenario and the geologic material data file prior

Figure 12. Partition of computations on distributed computer platforms: (a) distribution of the regional
geophysics model using node-dependent MPI on massively parallel platforms; (b) distribution of building
simulations in simple core-dependent parallelization.
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to initiating the time stepping starting with the earthquake rupture and subsequent period
of seismic wave propagation as indicated in Figure 13.

As advanced computer system node architectures evolve with vendors striving to deliver
increasing levels of performance gain, the porting and transformation of high-performance
codes to run efficiently on a multiplicity of platforms can become time-consuming and dif-
ficult. One of the objectives of the ECP project is to develop alternative architectures for
ECP platforms to provide multiple technology paths for future cutting-edge machines

Figure 13. Three major blocks of computational workflow and strategies for massively parallel fault-to-
structure regional-scale simulations.
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(https://www.exascaleproject.org/research-group/pathforward/). To prepare applications
for changes and alternatives in hardware architecture, ECP software stack developments
are creating high-level software that encapsulates platform-specific code to enable applica-
tions to be portable across multiple platforms with a minimum of source code disruption.
For the EQSIM framework, the RAJA C++ libraries (https://github.com/LLNL/RAJA)
have been implemented in the SW4 source code to simplify the process and level of
effort associated with porting to advanced architectures such as GPU-based systems. This
has yielded rapid porting to advanced platforms as the EQSIM development progresses,
and is an essential foundation for transition to emerging exascale platforms (Pankajakshan
et al., 2019).

Regional-scale simulations and framework performance

In support of the preparation for exascale platforms, the EQSIM framework has under-
gone progressive advancements that have included the development and implementation
of advanced algorithms, optimization of large volume I/O, and preparation of efficient
workflow for code execution and high performance on massively parallel computers. These
advancements have resulted in significant performance increases and the ability to achieve
high-frequency simulations on today’s leading platforms. The major performance enhance-
ments to date are summarized in Figure 14 and Table 1. Each curve in Figure 14a illus-
trates the performance curve of the specific version of SW4, with the features available at
the time of the performance evaluation and with a computational effort varying with the
fourth power of the frequency being resolved. Starting with the initial ground motion simu-
lation runs on Cori in January 2017, with a realized frequency resolution with the SFBA
model of 3.67 Hz and an application FOM of 1.0 (point ‘‘A’’ in Figure 14), optimization
of SW4 for the Cori architecture and the implementation of adaptive mesh refinement in
the Cartesian portion of the grid resulted in a significant performance increase to a fre-
quency resolution of 5.0 Hz and an application FOM of 8.95 (point ‘‘D’’ in Figure 14).

Next, a very large performance boost was achieved by appropriate porting of the SW4
program to the Summit computer at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the currently

Table 1. Progression of EQSIM ground motion simulations with SW4

Benchmark
simulation
(platform)

Code attributes Frequency
resolution
(Hz)

Number of
compute
nodes

Wall
clock
time (h)

Figure of
merit

A (Cori) Initial run of SW4 ported to
Cori

3.67 2048 23.9 1.0

B (Cori) SW4 with optimized hybrid MPI/
OpenMP loops

4.17 6528 12.0 3.32

C (Cori) SW4 with Cartesian mesh
refinement

4.17 4000 6.0 6.63

D (Cori) SW4 using all of the Cori
computer

5.0 8192
(all of Cori)

9.2 8.95

E (Summit) Initial run of SW4 ported to the
Summit computer

10.0 1200
(1/4 of Summit)

19.9 66.2

F (Summit) Most recent run of SW4
including enhance I/O,
curvilinear, and Cartesian mesh
refinement

10.0 1024
(\1/4 of Summit)

6.9 189

SW4: Seismic Waves, 4th order.
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number one ranked scientific computer in the world (Figure 3). Rapid porting and suc-
cessful execution on Summit were accomplished through utilization of Raja libraries that
support seamless transition to GPU-based architectures like those on Summit. The first
science demonstration runs on Summit, which utilized one-quarter of Summit, resulted in
a major performance leap: SFBA regional model simulations to 10-Hz resolution and a
major increase in FOM to 66.2 (point ‘‘E’’ in Figure 14). Finally, for the most recent per-
formance testing, I/O enhancements were made and efficient mesh refinement was imple-
mented for both the curvilinear and Cartesian portions of the grid, providing another
large performance boost (point ‘‘F’’ in Figure 14).

The advancements over the past 3 years achieved major increases in computational per-
formance with EQSIM. This represents a major step toward overall exascale goals and the
results have indicated the potential step function performance increases that can be
achieved with transition to state-of-the-art computer platforms. In terms of future perfor-
mance increase, all of the key algorithmic improvements in SW4 are nearing completion
and future attention will be focused on the preparation for exploitation of exascale plat-
forms and the anticipated substantial computational performance increases.

An example of the successful execution of a 10 Hz simulation for an M = 7.0 Hayward
Fault event in the SFBA is illustrated in Figures 15–19 with problem simulation para-
meters shown in Table 2. In this simulation, a fault rupture containing defined asperities
was created to represent the Hayward fault rupture scenario. Once the ground surface
motions were obtained throughout the domain, representative planar building models were
analyzed at each ground surface site for fault-normal and fault-parallel directions, respec-
tively. The peak interstory drift contour plots, color coded in accordance with the
American Society of Civil Engineers building limit states defined in standard ASCE 43-05
(2005), are plotted for 3-, 9-, 20-, and 40-story buildings, respectively.

The building drift plots shown in Figures 16–19 were developed based on 76,800 non-
linear time history building simulations utilizing the weak coupling option (i.e. a tradi-
tional fixed-based building simulation), with each simulation executed for 90 s of
earthquake motion. The simulation results illustrate a complex distribution of peak

Figure 14. Successive EQSIM performance increases during the EQSIM project: (a) progress toward
exascale goals (benchmarks described in Table 1); (b) increase in the FOM over time.
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building drift as a function of building size and geographic location. For all buildings,
there is a near-fault region with significant building demand and damage, and drifts asso-
ciated with significant inelastic action are widespread. For the 9- and 20-story buildings,
localized areas of extensive inelastic action associated with ASCE 43-05 Limit State A
(large permanent distortion) are evident as indicated by the red zones shown in Figures 17
and 18. For all four buildings, the simulation results indicate that the fault-parallel motion
tends to create a somewhat wider zone of building damage compared with the fault-
normal component of motion. This SFBA simulation utilized a minimum shear-wave
velocity cutoff of 500 m/s. Parametric studies have indicated the desirability of resolving
even lower shear-wave velocities of the order of 250 m/s (or lower) in order to appropri-
ately characterize the risk to buildings located on class D soil sites (Rodgers et al., 2019a).
However, the simulation effort associated with Vsmin of 250 m/s is not yet achievable even
on the Summit platform for long-duration 10 Hz regional-scale simulations and will have
to await the build-out of exaflop machines.

Discussion and summary

Significant progress has been made in developing and implementing the computational mod-
els and integrated workflow necessary for effective massively parallel fault-to-structure earth-
quake simulations. In alignment with the goals of the DOE Exascale Computing Initiative,
the work on developing the EQSIM framework is laying the foundation for utilizing emer-
ging DOE exascale platforms that will be arriving in the next 2–3 years (https://www.energy.
gov/articles/us-department-energy-and-intel-build-first-exascale-supercomputer). The compu-
tational advancements that have been achieved to date, in terms of frequency resolution and
computational effort in a regional-scale model of the SFBA, are summarized in Figure 20.
The historical simulations shown were computed with somewhat different physical domain
sizes and problem parameters; nevertheless, the rapid increase in frequency resolution with
the EQSIM framework is indicative of the improved performance achieved with leading mas-
sively parallel computer platforms and computational ecosystems. The computational effort
for a regional-scale simulation is proportional to the volume of the model, the duration of
the earthquake simulation, and the ratio of the maximum resolved frequency to the model
minimum shear wave speed raised to the fourth power. In Figure 20b, the computational
effort associated with each of the previous SFBA simulations is shown, computed using the
frequency resolution and minimum shear wave speed of each simulation. The computational
effort is normalized to a uniform regional volume and earthquake simulation duration, and
anchored at 1.0 for the earliest simulation (Stidham et al., 1999). Figure 20 illustrates the

Table 2. Parameters of 10-Hz SFBA ground motion simulations on the Summit computer

Benchmark E Benchmark F

Frequency resolved 10 Hz 10 Hz
Vsmin 500 m/s 500 m/s
Number of grid points 203 billion 63 billion
Smallest cell size 6.25 m 6.25 m
Time step size 7.119e–4 8.491e–4
Total time steps 126,430 106,000
Platform Summit Summit
Number of compute nodes 1200 (1/4 of Summit) 1024
Wall clock time 19 h 52 min 6 h 58 min
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Figure 15. Time snapshots of M = 7 Hayward fault rupture simulation: (a) wave front at 7.14 s into the
earthquake; (b) wave front at 14.27 s into the earthquake.

Figure 16. A 3-story steel frame building peak interstory drift: (a) building subjected to fault-normal
ground motions; (b) building subjected to fault-parallel ground motions.
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dramatic increase in computational effort that has been achieved with recent simulation
advancements.

Figure 17. A 9-story steel frame building peak interstory drift: (a) building subjected to fault-normal
ground motions; (b) building subjected to fault-parallel ground motions.

Figure 18. A 20-story steel frame building peak interstory drift: (a) building subjected to fault-normal
ground motions; (b) building subjected to fault-parallel ground motions.
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As leadership computer platforms continue to advance and the ability to compute earth-
quake phenomenon continues to rapidly increase, it is essential to critically assess the rea-
lism of the simulations in multiple dimensions. Previous work has evaluated the realism of
ground motion simulations to 5 Hz by comparison with existing GMPEs (Rodgers et al.,
2019b; Rodgers et al., 2018a), and recent work illustrates SFBA regional simulations to
10 Hz (Rodgers et al., 2020). A companion paper provides the first assessments of the

Figure 19. A 40-story steel frame building peak interstory drift: (a) building subjected to fault-normal
ground motions; (b) building subjected to fault-parallel ground motions.

Figure 20. Advancements in SFBA regional scale model frequency resolution and computational effort:
(a) increase in frequency resolution of regional-scale models; (b) increase in computational effort, EQSIM
advancements are represented in blue.
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infrastructure response with fault-to-structure simulations utilizing the EQSIM framework
(McCallen et al., in press). Rigorous computational validation of the 3-D velocity structure
and the resulting path effects on the ground motion predictions are also underway through
the simulation of actual small earthquakes and comparison with measured waveforms
(Rodgers et al., 2018b). Small events are particularly well suited to understanding the abil-
ity to capture path and site effects as a result of the simplicity of the source functions.

The overarching focus of the EQSIM development is one of computational enablement
and the removal of the computational limitations and barriers to executing regional-scale
simulations. The full potential of regional-scale simulations for practical hazard and risk
assessments will only be realized when such simulations can be computed routinely for
many realizations as opposed to historical heroic, one-off simulations. The work to date
demonstrates the promise of achieving breakthrough simulations on emerging exascale
platforms, and providing the computational toolkit necessary to explore complex multidis-
ciplinary interactions between geophysical phenomenon and engineered systems.
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